Elbow extension in the C5 quadriplegic using functional neuromuscular stimulation.
A system has been designed to provide overhead reach in C5/6 quadriplegic subjects using functional neuromuscular stimulation (FNS) for control of the triceps muscle. The system uses the position of the arm in space as the input command, relieving the user from having to supply a conscious command signal. By measuring the position of the arm, the magnitude of the gravitational and passive torques opposing elbow extension can be calculated. This torque is counteracted by electrical activation of the triceps muscle, with the appropriate stimulus parameters determined from the recruitment characteristics of each electrode. Sufficient stimulus is applied to produce full elbow extension. Intermediate elbow angles are achieved using voluntary elbow flexor torque to counteract the effects of the stimulation. System performance was tested in two subjects. Subjects were asked to reach targets with and without stimulation, with loads up to 500 g in the hand. Using the FNS system, subjects were able to successfully reach the target positions above the horizontal that were inaccessible without stimulation.